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Presentation Notes
Just a little about meI’ve been working in the life insurance industry for over20 years, predominantly in valuation and projectsI started my working life with a Bachelor of Science in Maths & Computing and no Actuarial subjects! I’ve sat a lot of exams!My career to date has included 2 major integrations – Aviva with MLC/Nab and AXA /AMP and I’ve since worked on projects with TAL and am currently with AIA.I’ve been contributing to the Institute through exam marking since I qualified which was about 13 years agoI passed my final exam when I was about four months pregnant with my daughter and feeling the full effects of morning sickness – although I definitely don’t recommend that to anyone as a way to pass exams! 
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Presentation Notes
I just wanted to start with some general study tips – which I’m sure you’re all experienced in.I’ll then share with you some thoughts from my perspective as an exam marker on what I see as key exam preparation tips for passing the examAnd finally some observations as a marker



Study tips

 Plan
 Be disciplined in your approach eg set time aside
 Balance work/study/leisure - schedule in down time
 Find your best study time and use it wisely
 Study with others
 Leverage off the knowledge around you
 Attend tutorials
 Ask for help
 Read widely

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Recently I’ve been attempting to encourage my teenage daughter to adopt good study habits (not that she thinks I know what they are!)These points might be obvious but it’s always worth reminding yourself, especially as so often happens when the competing pressures of work and study are reality.Plan – what you’re going to do any when you’re going to do it to get through the course and prepare for the exam. Stick to your plan – be disciplinedBalance – Achieving balance is hard! Schedule in some down time to help you relax.  Your brain needs it!Study time – find your effective time - we all have different times of day when we are more effective. Some people are better in the morning, some late at night.  Find your time and use it wisely.Study partners – meet regularly with others to discuss the course and challenge each other’s understanding.  At AIA we have a formal study program, even if you don’t you can set one up yourselfUse the knowledge around you – if you’re fortunate enough to be working in the industry for which you are studying make the most of the experience of those you work with.  Invite guests to your study sessions from your employer, take the initiative to leverage off others in the work place who have practical experience in the subjects you are learning. Reading – will help with understanding the questions, may trigger thoughts in the exam



Exam Preparation

In the lead up to the exam 
 Practice – do past exams under exam conditions and ask someone 

to mark them for you
 Share with study partners

 Questions/issues/problems

 Practice exams –mark each other’s responses 

 Be greedy for practical knowledge
 Consider hot industry topics
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Presentation Notes
I can’t stress enough the value in doing past papers and having them independently marked – both by qualified Actuaries and others studying the same subject as youDiscuss past papers with your study partners, talk about the issues and problemsSeek practical knowledge to help you put the course into practiceIndustry topics – while preparing for tonight I asked some of my colleagues what they saw as the hot industry topics – the responses were that there is so much to choose from!  For the life insurance industry at present there are many hot topics - expand your reading to find out more.  Some examples are: product design and innovation, the impact of life insurance reforms, the ASIC review of claims handling practices, integration of well being programs within life and health products, increasing regulatory and media scrutiny of the industry, consumer trust, then there’s topics that continue to impact like the impact of social media and digital innovations, on going life insurance issues like reinsurance, lapses, income protection claims experience.  There’s really a lot there if you look for it.  



In the exam

 Plan your response
 Allocate time according to marks available
 Consider response based on marks available
 Read the question being asked
 Answer the question being asked
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Presentation Notes
The points on this slide might also seem obvious:Plan how you will tackle the questionsDecide what is your preferred order – I suggest build up your confidence by answering what you think you can think most easily about or which topics you are most comfortable with firstAllocate your time appropriately according to the marks available.  Don’t spend all your time on a 5 marks question if there’s a 20 mark part you haven’t responded on.It’s important to help you use your exam time wiselyRead the question – again, sounds obvious but so often students miss key points. Underline key points when you read, every sentence has a relevanceWork out what the most important parts are to help you respondMake sure you answer the right question! It might seem obvious but it’s really important basic stuff that time and again students miss points onA note on exam marking.  When we mark its in pairs.  For the life papers each pair is allocated a question to mark with a sample marking guide to use as a base.  We mark and discuss a sample of papers then meet with the assistant examiner and Chief examiner to discuss and compare marks.  Marking guides are just that – if there are reasonable and relevant points made not in the guide then you will get marks.  The CE and assistant see the overall paper, markers only see their question.  We have to agree on marks usually within a few marks for each candidate for our question and provide feedback to the CE.Which brings me to observations as an exam marker



Observations as a marker

Common mistakes students make
 Not answering the question being asked
 Response is not relevant or not in context of the question
 Different words to describe same issue given as a separate point
 Not enough explanation of relevance of point made eg explaining 

why/justification
 Avoid making potentially dangerous statements if your not sure
 Justify your approach and assumptions
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Presentation Notes
Markers want to pass you! Help them!Here are some observations in my experience as a marker:  Not answering the question askedEach time I mark there are many students who make this mistake.  You need to answer the  right question!  If the question asks you to discuss the risks involved with say outsourcing a particular function then ensure you cover the risks specific outsourcing and not risk in general terms.  If the question asks you to discuss disadvantages of a particular issue then don’t describe the advantages or if it says to ignore a particular area then do so.If the question says to list – then list, if it says to draft a memo or a report then do that not just list pointsYou won’t get marks for giving an answer that is not relevant to the questionYou will get marks for relevance and explaining yourself- Don’t repeat yourself – make sure the point you are making is really a separate issueBe careful of blindly listing items – make sure they are relevant and that you explain the relevance to the question you have been asked to answer.



Observations as a marker

 Terminology: Make sure you explain yourself not just assume the 
marker will understand what you mean!
 For example - avoid using terms/key words which are specific for your 

company -> use terms/key words from the course or explain the terms 
you reference

 Not enough points made relative to marks allocated
 Eg If significant number of marks are allocated to a part of the question, 

think broadly and consider what can be covered rather than dwelling 
on a few points

 Get to the point!
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You need to prove you understood the question and can form a reasonable and justifiable view – that you are fit to practice.Explain the terms you are using – help us by explaining you know what the important points areExplain your point – if it’s a calculation question – outlining your approach and any calculations and assumptions is important, summarising the results of your calculation in words helps the examiner, is also helps if you comment on your results and the reasonableness – eg if you do a calculation but end up with a number that looks too high/low you should comment on it – chances are you’ve made a mistake but if you observe that it looks wrong you may be allocated marks Not giving enough points for the marks allocatedToo few points means too few marks – be greedy for marks!It’s a 10 mark question and you give 5 points then that’s probably not going to be enoughTime and again we see students giving pages of answers to written questions but not get to the point
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